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Le dopage et la conduite dopante: 
refus catégorique, libéralisation, 
ou …?
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« Vous n'avez pas idée de ce 
qu'est le Tour de France, c'est un 
calvaire. Et encore le chemin de 
croix n'avait que quatorze 
stations, tandis que le nôtre en 
compte quinze. Nous souffrons du 
départ à l'arrivée. Voulez-vous 
voir comment nous marchons ? 
Tenez... De son sac, il sort une 
fiole : - Ça, c'est de la cocaïne 
pour les yeux, ça c'est du 
chloroforme pour les gencives. 
[…] Et des pilules ? Voulez-vous 
voir des pilules ? Tenez, voilà des 
pilules. Ils en sortent trois boites 
chacun. Bref ! Nous marchons à 
la « dynamite » ? »

Les frères Pelissier, 1924
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Le débat

Position 
conservatrice

– Prohibition
– Surveillance
– Répression

Position libérale
– L’anti-

dopage est 
illogique

– Il faut 
libérer
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  anti-doping  policy  is  based  on three  institutional  pillars  of varying  importance  and  officially  relies
on  two  major  motives:  the  defense  of  sports  ethics  and  the  protection  of  athletes’  health.  However,
behind  these  official  grounds,  other  considerations  – i.e.  moral,  political  and financial  concerns  –  appear
to  shape  anti-doping  policy.  Furthermore,  the  current  trend of anti-doping  efforts  is  to  develop  activities
that tackle  the supply-side  of  the  doping  market.  In this  article, we  consider  the  possible  impact  of  the
emphasis  on  supply-side  anti-doping  on  sport.  The  project  focuses  on  Belgian  and  French  elite  cycling  and
relies on  a multi-method  instrumentation  set,  including  the realisation  of 77  semi-structured  interviews
among  policy-makers,  cyclists  and  their  medical  and  technical  staff  as well  as  the  administration  of  an
online survey  among  competitive  cyclists.

© 2014  Elsevier  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.

The link between elite cycling and doping is common. Much
evidence supports the belief that doping has been, and may  still be,
rampant in the sport. Indeed, numerous cyclists have tested posi-
tive and have confessed their practices in an act of atonement (e.g.
Gaumont, 2005; Hamilton & Coyle, 2012; Millar, 2012). After the
stir caused by the Armstrong affair, different commissions pub-
lished reports documenting the matter (Commissie Anti-Doping,
2013; Sénat franç ais, 2013). Additionally, the scholarly commu-
nity has helped elucidate the hidden side of a profession in serious
crisis (e.g. Brissonneau, Aubel, & Ohl, 2008; Christiansen, 2005;
Hoberman, 2002; Schneider, 2006). Faced with these problems,
several actors of elite cycling made efforts and levelled self-
criticism in hopes of regaining credibility. But their investigations,
paradoxically, brought more scrutiny as they often revealed new
scandals which only reinforced the opinion that sport is con-
taminated. Numerous reasons to fight doping may  actually be
given. They can be structured around two main justification pat-
terns which officially drive the anti-doping policy at both the
international and national level: defending the spirit of sport and
protecting athletes’ health. It is however difficult to define accu-
rately these two inspiring principles. Indeed, the ‘spirit of sport’,
the ‘fair-play’ or the ‘sport ethics’ (hereinafter jointly referred to as
‘sport ethics’) are “concepts that mean no more in sport than they
do in the world outside sport. (. . .)  To talk of the spirit of sport is,
in other words, to talk of a notion that apparently has no foothold

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 486382562.
E-mail address: bertrand.fincoeur@law.kuleuven.be (B. Fincoeur).

in reality, one that describes what idealists might wish it to be”
(Møller, 2010: 14). Defining accurately what is ‘protecting athletes’
health’ may  also be difficult as most of performance-enhancing
drugs (PED) which are used in the sports context are medicines
developed to improve human health and as debates about human
enhancement may  confuse medical and moral considerations.

Since the 1960s, there has been increasing concern about (anti-
) doping in sports. As early as 1965, Belgium and France were the
first two  countries to enact anti-doping (criminal) legislation. Their
involvement in anti-doping, however, remained largely symbolic as
few athletes were prosecuted for a doping offence. Moreover, from
the 1970s onwards, the sporting movement claimed the setting-up
of sporting courts to judge its members directly. The Ben Johnson
doping scandal at the 1988 Olympics raised public, media and pol-
icy attention for the doping problem. France (1989) and Belgium
(1991) then enacted new anti-doping legislation focusing more
on a disciplinary approach (Hendrickx, 2008). However, the legiti-
macy of the sports world to curb its problems was seriously called
into question after the Festina affair (1998), which progressively
revealed a widespread system of doping among elite cycling (e.g.
Bassons, 2000; Roussel, 2001; Voet, 1999). The Festina affair then
led to a reappraisal of the role of the public authorities in anti-
doping affairs (Sallé, Lestrelin, & Basson, 2006). As a consequence,
the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), composed and funded
equally by the sports federations and national governments, was
established in 1999 to unify the anti-doping rules and to coordinate
the efforts of sports organisations and public authorities (Demeslay
& Trabal, 2007; Hanstad, Smith, & Waddington, 2008). WADA soon
produced the World Anti-Doping Code (WADC) and promoted a

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.peh.2014.08.002
2211-2669/© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Le dopage présente un risque de santé potentiel pour 

l’utilisateur ;

2. Le dopage n’est pas et ne peut pas être suffisamment 

dissuadé par la politique anti-dopage prohibitive 

actuelle ;

3. Le risque pour la santé est exacerbé par cette politique 

même.
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ABSTRACT
Harm-reduction approaches are used to reduce the
burden of risky human behaviour without necessarily
aiming to stop the behaviour. We discuss what an
introduction of harm reduction for doping in sports
would mean in parallel with a relaxation of the
antidoping rule. We analyse what is ethically at stake in
the following five levels: (1) What would it mean for the
athlete (the self )? (2) How would it impact other
athletes (the other)? (3) How would it affect the
phenomenon of sport as a game and its fair play basis
(the play)? (4) What would be the consequences for the
spectator and the role of sports in society (the display)?
and (5) What would it mean for what some consider as
essential to being human (humanity)? For each level, we
present arguments for and against doping and then
discuss what a harm-reduction approach, within a
dynamic regime of a partially relaxed antidoping rule,
could imply. We find that a harm-reduction approach is
morally defensible and potentially provides a viable
escape out of the impasse resulting from the
impossibility of attaining the eradication of doping. The
following question remains to be answered: Would a
more relaxed position, when combined with harm-
reduction measures, indeed have less negative
consequences for society than today’s all-out antidoping
efforts that aim for abstinence? We provide an outline of
an alternative policy, allowing a cautious step-wise
change to answer this question and then discuss the
ethical aspects of such a policy change.

INTRODUCTION
Doping in sports is not a recent phenomenon. In
the Tour de France, doping was common for most
of the race’s century-long history, during the first
half quite openly.1 2 In the 1960s, doping was
more openly condemned; however, it was hardly
combatted. Contemporary antidoping, labelled a
‘war on doping’,3 is a recent development. Due to
the 1998 Festina affair, which is when systematic
doping was discovered on the Tour de France,4 the
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) now strives
for the globalisation of antidoping across sports
and the strengthening of surveillance and repres-
sion. This is ongoing and not an immediate success,
as illustrated by the evidence that doping is still
rife.5

Contemporary media generally present doping as
intrinsically evil, but the rationale behind the anti-
doping rule is neither self-evident nor universally
accepted. There is an ongoing academic debate
about the rule, its effects and alternatives (see
refs. 6–11). This debate generally opposes two

discourses, in their extreme versions, as follows:
‘conservative’ refers to the stance that defends strict
prohibition enforced by surveillance and punitive
repression9 12 13 and ‘liberal’ refers to the stance
that finds antidoping illogical and calls for the liber-
alisation of doping.14–16 Kayser and Broers17 find
these positions defend non-realisable idealistic
goals. The liberalisation of doping is deemed polit-
ically not feasible, while today’s prohibition is
unsuccessful since doping continues.5 The latter is
problematic because the objective of antidoping,
eradicating doping to guarantee ‘clean’ champions,
cannot be met because of limits to testing technol-
ogy and surveillance density.18 19 This imperative
distinguishes doping from other transgressions for
which such an ideal does not exist. Furthermore,
antidoping has side effects. For example, the relega-
tion of doping behaviour into clandestine behav-
iour, a consequence of repression, increases health
risks (eg, greater risk-taking among competitive
cyclists20 or increased prevalence of HIV infection
among fitness clients who inject anabolic ster-
oids).21 Thus, we can identify the following three
concurrent dynamics: (1) doping poses potential
harm to the user; (2) doping is insufficiently
deterred by prohibitive policies and (3) the risk to
the user is exacerbated by prohibitive policies.22

This is very similar to the effects of the repression
of illicit recreational drugs.23 Nevertheless, under
pressure from WADAi, increasingly punitive legisla-
tion is introduced, in several countries in the form
of a criminal law (often also applicable to non-
athletes), even though there are also arguments in
favour of differentiated regulation inside and outside
competitive sports (see Douglas: ref. 24). The exten-
sion of antidoping outside competitive sports (eg,
in fitness centres) can result in increased harm.25 26

Similar to the consequences of the ‘war on drugs’, a
‘war on doping’ (anchored in international conven-
tions obliging national governments to combat
doping inside and outside of elite sports) may lead
to greater societal harm than it prevents.17 This
leads to the following question: How much of the
present harm of doping, for the athlete and the
wider society, might be related to antidoping policy
rather than to the use of the performance-enhancing
methods or substances per se?
There is, therefore, a rationale for a debate on

alternative policies. Based on experience with illicit
drugs, for which experimenting with alternative

ihttps://www.wada-ama.org/en/media/news/2015-10/wada-
statement-on-the-criminalization-of-doping-in-sport

Kayser B, Tolleneer J. J Med Ethics 2017;0:1–5. doi:10.1136/medethics-2015-102659 1
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1. La règle anti-dopage est relaxée dans des limites de 

risque à la santé jugées acceptables ;

2. La santé de l’athlète est monitorée ;

3. Un certain contrôle (urine, sang) subsiste, utilisant des 

concentrations seuils pragmatiques pour contrôler le 

risque.
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1. Augmente ou peut augmenter la performance ;

2. Est ou peut être dangereux pour la santé ;

3. Est contre l’esprit du sport.

&RGH�PRQGLDO�DQWLGRSDJH�ä�����14

FONDEMENTS DU CODE MONDIAL  
ANTIDOPAGE

Les programmes antidopage visent à préserver la valeur intrinsèque 
du sport. Cette valeur intrinsèque est souvent qualifiée d’« esprit 
sportif »; elle est l’essence même de l’olympisme, la poursuite de 
l’excellence humaine par le perfectionnement des talents naturels 
de chaque individu, et exhorte à jouer franc jeu. L’esprit sportif 
valorise la pensée, le corps et l’esprit, et se traduit par des valeurs 
qui se dégagent du sport et de sa pratique, notamment :

ä��l’éthique, le franc jeu et l’honnêteté
ä��la santé
ä��l’excellence dans la performance
ä��l’épanouissement de la personnalité et l’éducation
ä��le divertissement et la joie
ä��le travail d’équipe
ä��le dévouement et l’engagement
ä��le respect des règles et des lois
ä��le respect de soi-même et des autres participants
ä��le courage
ä��l’esprit de groupe et la solidarité

Le dopage est contraire à l’essence même de l’esprit sportif.

Pour combattre le dopage en promouvant l’esprit sportif, le Code 
exige que chaque organisation antidopage établisse et mette en 
œuvre des programmes d’éducation et de prévention à l’intention 
des sportifs, y compris les jeunes, et du personnel d’encadrement 
du sportif.
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Les substances ci-dessous sont incluses dans le programme de surveillance 2017 :

1. Stimulants :   En compétition seulement : Bupropion, caféine, nicotine, phényléphrine, 
phénylpropanolamine, pipradol et synéphrine.

2. Narcotiques : En compétition seulement : Codéine, mitragynine et tramadol.

3. Glucocorticoïdes :  En compétition (par voies d’administration autres que orale, 
intraveineuse, intramusculaire ou rectale) et hors compétition 
(toutes voies d’administration).

4. Telmisartan :  En et hors compétition.

5. Bêta-2-agonistes :   En compétition et hors compétition : toute combinaison  
de bêta-2-agonistes.

* Le Code mondial antidopage (article 4.5) stipule que : « L’AMA, en consultation avec les signataires et les gouvernements, établira un programme 
de surveillance portant sur des substances ne figurant pas dans la Liste des interdictions, mais qu’elle souhaite néanmoins suivre pour pouvoir 
en déterminer la prévalence d’usage dans le sport. »

PROGRAMME DE SURVEILLANCE* 2017
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L’athlète

Le soi
Respect pour soi-même

L’autre
Respect pour l’adversaire

Le jeu
Respect pour le sport et sa base de fairplay

Le spectacle
Respect pour le sport spectacle et son rôle social

L’humanité
Respect pour la nature humaine, son identité bio-culturelle



L’approche de la réduction des risques

La supposition fondamentale du principe de la 
réduction des risques est qu’il est important de limiter 
tout dommage induit par une utilisation de drogues 
sans pour autant obliger l’utilisateur d’arrêter ou de 
réduire sa consommation, même si ces derniers 
peuvent parfois être les meilleurs choix
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Abstract

Background: There is strong evidence that harm reduction interventions such as Supervised Injection Sites and Needle Exchange Programs
prevent many of the negative consequences of problematic substance use. Yet many governments, including the United States and Canada,
still do not endorse these interventions, claiming that they do not get people off of drugs and send a mixed message.
Methods: This paper will analyze objections to harm reduction in light of the ethical theories of John Stuart Mill, Immanuel Kant and Aristotle.
Results: The most important ethical issue in the abstinence vs. harm reduction debate is whether harm reduction – because it does not require
individuals to either reduce their consumption of illicit substances or to abstain from illicit substance use – can be ethically justified.
Conclusion: Harm reduction interventions are clearly justified on Utilitarian grounds because, based on the evidence, such policies would
produce the greatest good for the greatest number. However, Kant would not think that the values guiding harm reduction are ethical because
the justification of harm reduction interventions focuses exclusively on examining consequences. Virtue Ethics seeks to find the proper balance
between harm reduction and abstinence. We claim that the virtue of compassion would provide a defense of harm reduction.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Ethical theory; Utilitarianism; Deontology; Virtue Ethics; Harm reduction; Injection drug use

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to extract and analyze eth-
ical theories that bear on two approaches to dealing with
problematic substance use, i.e., abstinence-based approaches
and harm reduction approaches. The primary issue to be
investigated is how harm reduction – because it does not
require individuals to either reduce their consumption of
illicit substances or to abstain from illicit substance use
– can be ethically justified. The harm reduction approach
claims that many of the negative consequences associated
with problematic substance use are avoidable through specific
interventions, and these interventions can be effective regard-
less of whether substance use persists. The abstinence-based

∗ Corresponding author at: Ethics Services, Atlantic Health Sciences Cor-
poration, 400 University Avenue, P.O. Box 5200, Saint John New Brunswick
E2L 4L4, Canada. Tel.: +1 506 648 7783; fax: +1 506 648 6799.

E-mail address: chrti@reg2.health.nb.ca (T. Christie).

approach, however, claims that it is important to get indi-
viduals off drugs or at least to decrease consumption. This
latter approach generally maintains that, since harm reduc-
tion interventions tolerate continued substance use, they send
the wrong message.

We employ three different ethical models to analyze
the values conflict between the harm reduction and the
abstinence-based approaches. Our methodology in this paper
is different than that usually employed in addressing ethical
issues in the applied ethics field (Beauchamp & Childress,
2001). Typically in applied ethics, the principles of autonomy,
beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice are first applied
to specific situations. Then the analyst will use his or her
moral intuitions to determine which principle or principles
are most important given the particular facts of the situ-
ation. We approach the debate in a different way because
depending on moral intuitions is highly problematic. Specif-
ically, we will focus on the philosophical theories from
which the above-mentioned principles have been abstracted.

0955-3959/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.drugpo.2007.11.020
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L’athlète

Le soi
Respect pour soi-même

L’autre
Respect pour l’adversaire

Le jeu
Respect pour le sport et sa base de fairplay

Le spectacle
Respect pour le sport spectacle et son rôle social

L’humanité
Respect pour la nature humaine, son identité bio-culturelle
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L’autre
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Le jeu
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Le spectacle
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L’humanité
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Conclusions et perspectives
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